Giuliani finds little love for comments

Talking points
1. Former New York mayor Rudy Giuliani’s claim that President Obama doesn't love America stirred up a storm of controversy. What is Chan Lowe saying about Giuliani?
2. What is origin of the sad clown character Pagliacci?
3. The tea cup is a reference to which group?
4. What is Monte Wolverton saying about Giuliani’s statements about Obama?
5. Analyze opinion columns that deride and others that defend Giuliani’s comments.
6. What do you think about it?

Between the lines
“It is sad to see when somebody who has attained a certain level of public stature and even admiration tarnishes that legacy so thoroughly.”
– Josh Earnest, White House press secretary

Additional resources
More by Chan Lowe
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/LoweC
More by Monte Wolverton
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/WolveM
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